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Date: Mon Aug 20 16:08:51 1990 
To: CSGNet 
From: (Gary A. Cziko) g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
Subject: CSG Network (CSGNet) 
ID# GC900820.1608 
RealSub: First Post on CSGnet 
Reply to: None 
Thread: Opening the CSG List (1) 
Keywords and Ideas: confirm 
 
Dear Control Systems Group Member: 
 
This is my first attempt to send a message to the email addresses I collected 
in Indiana, PA.  Please let me know if you receive this. 
 
The addressee list should be considered preliminary until I confirm that they 
work.  I will do this after I give all addressees a week or so to respond. 
 
If you know of other individuals with control theory interests who have email 
addresses, please let me know and I will add them to the network. 
 
Messages for individual listed above should be sent to the above addresses 
(after confirmation of addresses).  For the time being, messages for the entire 
group should be sent to me with a note to this effect and I will forward to all 
addressees.  Eventually I hope to establish a separate email addresses which 
will automatically forward mail to the entire group. 
 
This could be a lot of fun.  I am controlling for better communication among CSG members. 
 
Cheers--Gary 
 
 
Date:         Tue, 21 Aug 90 13:45:52 EDT 
From: "CHARLES W. TUCKER" <N050024@UNIVSCVM.CSD.SCAROLINA.EDU> 
Subject:      Re: CSG Network (CSGNet) 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
ID#: CT 
 
I received your message and printed it for future, more extensive reply at 
a time when I have more time ((next week)). 
 
I enjoyed our time together in Indiana (or was that Pennsylvania) and intend 
to continue the conversation about the work on the simulation of Crowd.  I 
hope you will give Clark all the suggestions that you have to improve it. 
 
More later.  Chuck 
 
======================================================= 
Date: 21 August 1990 16:23:07 CDT 
From: <CMCPHAIL@vmd.cso.uiuc.edu> 
To: <g-cziko@uiuc.edu> 
Subject:   confirmation 
 
Gary.  I received your note and list of e-mail addresses for CSTG members.  I h 
ave also learned that I already have an internet address: 
CMCPHAIL@vmd.cso.uiuc.edu 
 
Perhaps you should add this to your list since I understand that we can only co 
mmunicate on arpa by means of internet and hence with folks like Marken and Deacon.  Let 
me know when your schedule opens up and we can "do" lunch.  cheers. 
Clark 
 
Date: Thu, 23 Aug 90 19:53:12 EDT 
From: Dennis Delprato 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 



Subject: CSG Network (CSGNet) 
 
Gary, 
        I received your message.  You must be the one person I 
didn't introduce myself to.  Good idea on the e-mail plan. 
Regards, 
Dennis Delprato 
Eastern Michigan Univ., Dept. of Psychology 
 
=================================================== 
Date: Thu, 23 Aug 90 20:01:32 EDT 
From: Dennis Delpato 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
Subject: CSG Network (CSGNet) 
 
Gary, 
        I went back and looked at the addresses.  Surely my 
message didn't get through using my name--did it. 
My e-mail address seems to be DELPRATO@UM.CC.UMICH.EDU. 
        As I understand it, we are on BITNET & INTERNET, but 
I am a novice at e-mail--haven't found it sufficiently 
worth the effort yet.  Hope this will change. 
Dennis Delprato 
 
Date:     27 AUG 90 15:06:37 CDT 
From: TOM BOURBON <TBOURBON@SFAUSTIN> 
To: <CZIKO@vmd.cso.uiuc.edu> 
X-Orig-To: CZIKO@UIUCVMD.BITNET 
 
Subject:  CONNECTION 
 
 
Gary, 
Your messages came through. I hope you also reached the others in 
The csg. Did you receive the copy of our manuscript that i sent 
Shortly after the meeting? I located a journal with a couple of people 
On the editorial board who have published (favorably) on c-s theory. 
Perhaps they will be more receptive to a revision of the manuscript 
Than were the people at science to the original. 
Perhaps you should confirm recepipt of this message, so i can know 
If our new "mainframe" is fully functional. Before too much longer, 
Our networking will be done on a vax, then we will be fully compatible 
With the world. 
 
Tom Bourbon <TBourbon@SFAustin.BITNet> 
 
Date: Tue Aug 28 08:05:10 1990 
To: TOM BOURBON <TBOURBON@SFAUSTIN> 
From: (Gary A. Cziko) g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
Subject: Re: CONNECTION 
: 
 
Tom:  Here is proof that your email message was received here. 
 
Yesterday I received ms. yesterday and have already read it.  It makes a very 
elegant case for control theory. 
 
However, being quite new to CT, I might have a better appreciation than you do of the 
viewpoint of your reviewers.  When I first read about tracking 
experiments I was not originally very impressed.  "What does a simple tracking 
task have to do with real behavior in real situation?", I asked myself.  It is 
only now that I see the point and how these simple tracking tasks are the 
simplest way of capturing the essence of real behavior in the real world. 
 
So this may well be what you are up against.  You may need to make more of a case for why 
tracking is important and how it relates to more interesting 
behaviors.  In fact, a paper doing only that might be interesting in its own 



right, but probably better if combined with the current manuscript.  It could 
then serve bot as an introduction to CT and a demonstration of how CT is better than S-R 
and typical cognitive approaches to behavior. 
 
--Gary 
 
>Gary, 
>your messages came through. I hope you also reached the others in 
>the csg. Did you receive the copy of our manuscript that i sent 
>shortly after the meeting? I located a journal with a couple of people 
>on the editorial board who have published (favorably) on c-s theory. 
>perhaps they will be more receptive to a revision of the manuscript 
>than were the people at science to the original. 
>perhaps you should confirm recepipt of this message, so i can know 
>if our new "mainframe" is fully functional. Before too much longer, 
>our networking will be done on a vax, then we will be fully compatible 
>with the world. 
 
>tom bourbon <tbourbon@sfaustin.bitnet> 
================================================ 
 
From: marken@aerospace.aero.org 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
Subject: email test 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 90 08:42:13 -0700 
 
Gary 
I got it! I hope you get this return note. 
I have not had time to do much since the meeting. I mean to write a little 
note for the newsletter. I should have time to do so by next week. 
It was really nice to meet you at the meeting. Talk to you again soon. 
 
Regards 
Rick 
 
=================================================== 
Date:         Tue, 28 Aug 90 12:59:18 EDT 
From: "CHARLES W. TUCKER" <N050024@UNIVSCVM.CSD.SCAROLINA.EDU> 
Subject:      Re: FAX number 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
 
 
I have it as (803) 777-5251 although i have not used it - clark has used it 
More later chuck 
================================================= 
Date: Wed Aug 29 08:18:49 1990 
To: Deacon 
From: (Gary A. Cziko) g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
Subject: email address 
 
Keith:  The email address you gave me did not work; your mail was returned.  So now I am 
trying it without the .arpa at the end. 
 
Let me know if you get this.--Gary 
==================================================== 
 
Date: Wed, 29 Aug 90 09:53:13 CDT 
From: kdeacon@inetg1.arco.com (Keith Deacon  x3939) 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
Subject: Re:  email address 
 
Gary, 
    Typically mailers don't understand the same domain that they 
are in, so since you are also in the arpa domain leaving the .ARPA off 
was correct.  I place the .ARPA on my address because most mailers will 
ignore it, and if your outside the arpa domain it is needed.  However, 
that is neither here nor there, I did receive your mail and this is 



my somewhat long winded reply. 
 
                  ....Keith 
=================================================== 
 
Date:     29 AUG 90 09:19:10 CDT 
From: TOM BOURBON <TBOURBON@SFAUSTIN> 
To: <CZIKO@vmd.cso.uiuc.edu> 
Subject:  RE SUGGESTIONS 
 
GARY, 
Thanks, for the confirmation that i am on the network -- with all 
Of the changes in hardware around our campus, that is not a given. 
Also, thanks for the comments and suggestions concerning the manuscript. 
You are correct, in your impression that many readers "throw the 
Switch" when they see a discussion of tracking experiments. Recently, 
I received an invitation to submit an article on cst, with the 
Specific content left to my discretion. Perhaps that would be a good 
Opportunity for me to do something on "tracking" as a ubiquitous 
Phenomenon. K.u. smith and his associates have done mony things 
Along that line, over several decades, but they never developed 
A formal model of the phenomenon -- nor do they seem at all interested 
In control theory. 
 did you receive replies from many of the others in the group? 
 
Tom Bourbon <TBourbon@SFAustin.BITNet> 
================================================= 
Date: Thu, 30 Aug 90 08:12:06 -0500 
To: (Tom_Bourbon)tbourbon@sfaustin.bitnet, 
(Gary_[Zeke]_A._Cziko:_U_Illinois_at_Urbana-Champaign)g-cziko@uiuc.edu, 
(Keith_Deacon)kdeacon@inetg1.arco.com, 
(Dennis_Delprato;_Eastern_Michigan_U)delprato@um.cc.umich.edu, 
(Wayne_Hershberger;_Northern_Illinois_U)tj0wah1@niu.bitnet, 
(Rick_Marken;_Aerospace_Corp;_CA)marken@aerospace.aero.org, 
(David_McCord;_Western_Carolina_U)mccord@wcuvax1.bitnet, 
(Clark_McPhail)cmcphail@uiucvmd.bitnet, 
(Charles_[Chuck]_W._Tucker;_U_South_Carolina)n050024@univscvm.bitnet 
Subject: Confirmation of Email Addresses 
From: Gary Cziko 
 
Dear CSG Devotees: 
 
While I have not yet received confirmations from everyone on CSGNet, I was 
able to iron out problems with all messages that were bounced back to me 
because of invalid addresses.  This was the case for Marken and Deacon 
whose addresses you will see have now been modified. 
 
I am working via Internet so it is possible that you may need slightly 
different addresses depending on how you are connected.  If you are a 
Bitnet node, you will not need the .bitnet suffix for Bitnet addresses, 
although it hopefully will not hurt.  The .bitnet suffix should work most 
Internet machines, although it is possible that certain systems will not 
like it since it is not a strictly valid Internet address. 
 
As I mentioned earlier, if you wish to send a message to the entire 
network, just send it to me with a note to that effect and I will forward 
it on.  Fairly soon I hope to have a special address to which to send such 
messages which will then be forwarded to all nodes automatically. 
 
Please do confirm that you have received email from me if you have not yet 
done so already.--Gary 
 
Gary A. Cziko                                 Telephone: 217/333-4382 
Associate Professor                           FAX: 217/333-5847 
Department of Educational Psychology          Internet: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
1310 S. 6th Street-Room 210                   Bitnet:  cziko@uiucvmd 
Champaign, Illinois 61820-6990 



USA 
=================================================== 
Date: Thu, 30 Aug 90 09:22:03 -0500 
To: (BOURBON_Tom:_Stephen_F._Austin_U)tbourbon@sfaustin.bitnet, 
(CAMPBELL_Donald_T._:Lehigh_U;_Bethlehem_PA)dtc0@lehigh.bitnet, 
(CZIKO_Gary_A.:_U_Illinois_at_Urbana-Champaign)g-cziko@uiuc.edu, 
(DEACON_Keith)kdeacon@inetg1.arco.com, 
(DELPRATO_Dennis;_Eastern_Michigan_U)delprato@um.cc.umich.edu, 
(HERSHBERGER_Wayne;_Northern_Illinois_U)tj0wah1@niu.bitnet, 
(MARKEN_Rick;_Aerospace_Corp;_Los_Angeles_CA)marken@aerospace.aero.org, 
(MCCORD_David;_Western_Carolina_U)mccord@wcuvax1.bitnet, 
(MCPHAIL_Clark:_U_Illinois_at_Urbana-Champaign)cmcphail@uiucvmd.bitnet, 
(PETRIE_Hugh:_SUNY_Buffalo_NY)prohugh@ubvmsc.cc.buffalo.edu, 
(TUCKER_Charles_[Chuck]_W.;_U_South_Carolina)n050024@univscvm.bitnet 
Subject: Don Campbell & Hugh Petrie 
From: Gary Cziko 
 
I just occurred to me that I also have email addresses for both Don 
Campbell and Hugh Petrie and so they are now included in the list above. 
 
Don Campbell apparently does read his email, but is not prone to use email 
himself for responding so it would probably be a good idea to include a 
geographic address to any messages to him requiring a response. 
 
If either Don or Hugh would prefer not to be on the network, they should 
let me know.  By remaining on the network, however, they are likely to 
better appreciate the impact of the book that Bill Powers dedicated to them 
in 1972.--Gary 
 
Gary A. Cziko                                 Telephone: 217/333-4382 
Associate Professor                           FAX: 217/333-5847 
Department of Educational Psychology          Internet: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
1310 S. 6th Street-Room 210                   Bitnet:  cziko@uiucvmd 
Champaign, Illinois 61820-6990 
USA 
========================================================== 
Date:         Fri, 31 Aug 90 12:43:33 EDT 
From: "CHARLES W. TUCKER" <N050024@UNIVSCVM.CSD.SCAROLINA.EDU> 
Subject:      Re: Don Campbell & Hugh Petrie 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
 
Keep up the good work.  I notice that Marken's address is different. 
I may be able to contact him now. 
 
Later Chuck 
 
============================================================= 
Date:         Fri, 31 Aug 90 12:49:16 EDT 
From: "CHARLES W. TUCKER" <N050024@UNIVSCVM.CSD.SCAROLINA.EDU> 
Subject:      Re: Confirmation of Email Addresses 
To: g-cziko@uiuc.edu 
 
I am print to read and will answer later. 
 
Chuck 
====================================================== 
 


